Viscoelastic effects during loading play an integral role in soft tissue mechanics.
Viscoelastic relaxation during tensioning is an intrinsic protective mechanism of biological soft tissues. However, current viscoelastic characterization methodologies for these tissues either negate this important behavior or provide correction methods that are severely restricted to a specific viscoelastic formulation and/or assume an a priori (linear) strain ramp history. In order to address these shortcomings, we present a novel finite ramp time correction method for stress relaxation experiments (to incorporate relaxation manifested during loading) that is independent of a specific viscoelastic formulation and can accommodate an arbitrary strain ramp history. We demonstrate transferability of our correction method between viscoelastic formulations by applying it to quasi-linear viscoelastic (QLV) and fully nonlinear viscoelastic constitutive equations. The errors associated with currently accepted methodologies for QLV and fully nonlinear viscoelastic formulations are elucidated. Our correction method is validated by demonstrating the ability of its fitted parameters to predict an independent cyclic experiment across multiple strain amplitudes and frequencies. The results presented herein: (i) indicate that our correction method significantly reduces the errors associated with previous methodologies; and (ii) demonstrate the necessity for the use of a fully nonlinear viscoelastic formulation, which incorporates relaxation manifested during loading, to model the viscoelastic behavior of biological soft tissues.